Bishop Mário Clemente Neto CSSp is a Spiritan bishop living and working in the Brazilian Amazonian region for nearly 40 years. Born into a large peasant family in Southeast of the country, he joined the Spiritans and after studying philosophy, he did Theology in the Jesuit Gregorian University in Rome. Back to his country, he did pastoral work in the states of Minas Gerais and São Paulo, in the time when Cardinal Evaristo Arns was leading the Catholic Church reaction against the military dictatorship, inspired by Liberation Theology. Appointed bishop, he led the Prelacy of Tefê, in the heart of Amazonia, for 20 years with a pastoral line of human promotion, especially of the indigenous and riverside peoples. He now works in Fonte Boa Parish, in the same region, and is a member of an “Extrativist Reserve Council”.